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Abstract
When using distributed machine learning (ML) systems to
train models on a cluster of worker machines, users must con-
figure a large number of parameters: hyper-parameters (e.g.
the batch size and the learning rate) affect model conver-
gence; system parameters (e.g. the number of workers and
their communication topology) impact training performance.
In current systems, adapting such parameters during train-
ing is ill-supported. Users must set system parameters at
deployment time, and provide fixed adaptation schedules for
hyper-parameters in the training program.
We describe KungFu, a distributed ML library for Tensor-
Flow that is designed to enable adaptive training. KungFu
allows users to express high-level Adaptation Policies (APs)
that describe how to change hyper- and system parameters
during training. APs take real-time monitored metrics (e.g.
signal-to-noise ratios and noise scale) as input and trigger con-
trol actions (e.g. cluster rescaling or synchronisation strategy
updates). For execution, APs are translated into monitoring
and control operators, which are embedded in the dataflow
graph. APs exploit an efficient asynchronous collective com-
munication layer, which ensures concurrency and consistency
of monitoring and adaptation operations.
1 Introduction
The popularity of machine learning (ML) in many application
domains [3,15,37,75] has led to a wide adoption of distributed
ML systems. Systems such as TensorFlow [1], PyTorch [60],
MXNet [10] and MindSpore [53] exploit data and model
parallelism [1,54,66,73] to train large ML models on clusters
of worker machines. Training is typically done using the
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm [43, 68], which
iteratively computes gradients to refine the model after each
mini-batch of training data. ML systems compile training
programs into dataflow graphs [1, 10, 30, 60], which can be
executed efficiently on GPUs and other accelerators.
When training ML models, users face the challenge of
how to set a large number of configuration parameters, which
split into two classes: hyper-parameters configure the train-
ing algorithm, such as SGD, and include the batch size [68],
learning rate [68], momentum [63] and floating point preci-
sion [24]. Since hyper-parameters relate to the training pro-
cess itself, their value affects the convergence rate and the
final accuracy of the trained model. In addition, system pa-
rameters [42, 73, 81] control the operation of the distributed
ML system, such as the number of workers, the partitioning
of the training data, and the communication topology between
workers. They impact the training performance, i.e. the time
taken for the model to reach a given target accuracy.
Today users spend a substantial fraction of time tuning
configuration parameters. Different ML models have differ-
ent structures, and thus require different hyper-parameter set-
tings [52]: the hyper-parameters for a vision model such as
ResNet [26] differ from those for a language model such as
BERT [15]. For each model, hyper-parameters such as batch
size, learning rate and weight decay must be adjusted sepa-
rately to reach a high model accuracy [52]. Approaches for
automatic hyper-parameter tuning [2,18,35,45,52] search for
the best settings offline at a high resource cost. Furthermore,
system parameters such as the number of workers affect the
resources consumed by training and their efficiency. Espe-
cially in a cloud setting, users must control resource usage to
bound costs, while achieving good training performance [52].
Recently, we have seen a growing number of propos-
als [5, 12, 16, 48, 71] that argue for parameters to be adapted
dynamically during training. For example, many models only
reach high accuracy if the learning rate is decreased as the
model converges [26, 76]; the batch size can be set dynami-
cally based on real-time gradient metrics [14, 52, 83]; and the
communication strategy between workers can be adapted to
the current training loss [72]. Similarly, system parameters
can be updated to react to changes in exploitable levels of par-
allelism and resource availability. For example, the number of
workers can be changed according to the observed resource
utilisation, thus improving the utilisation of expensive accel-
erators such as GPUs and TPUs [46]; and the best communi-
cation topology among workers can be decided based on the
available network bandwidth [56].
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We observe that existing distributed ML systems and asso-
ciated libraries (e.g. TensorFlow’s Distribution Strategies [1],
Horovod [73] and BytePS [8]) make it difficult to support the
dynamic adaptation of configuration parameters for a number
of reasons: (i) systems do not provide built-in mechanisms for
adaptation. Users must rely on external frameworks, e.g. Au-
toScaling [58] adapts the number of machines by deploying
extra scaling agents on each worker. Such external mecha-
nisms are specialised to support only one type of adaptation.
Since they are not integrated with the training system, they
cannot take advantage of existing functionality and optimisa-
tions. In addition, (ii) the monitoring of training metrics intro-
duces high overheads. For example, an 8-GPU server training
a ResNet model produces 4 GB of gradients per second [55].
Any monitoring system (e.g. MLFlow [84]) that computes
statistical metrics (e.g. variance [78]) over this amount of data
consumes substantial compute resources and network band-
width, which impacts the performance of the training process
itself. Finally, (iii) the management of worker state with adap-
tation is challenging. In existing systems, users typically must
checkpoint and restore all state when changing configuration
parameters, which can take hundreds of seconds [58].
We describe KungFu,1 a distributed ML training library
that is designed to adapt configuration parameters at runtime.
The key idea behind KungFu is to support Adaptation Poli-
cies (APs) written by users, which change hyper- and system
parameters during training based on real-time monitored met-
rics. KungFu achieves this by making three contributions:
(1) Expressing Adaptation Policies. APs describe how con-
figuration parameters should evolve based on monitored met-
rics. They are based on a high-level programming abstraction
following the convention of existing ML frameworks, making
integration with training environments seamless.
APs are written using monitoring, communication and
adaptation functions: (i) monitoring functions compute met-
rics for gradients, model variables and worker performance;
(ii) communication functions combine locally monitored met-
rics and transfer training state while adapting parameters; and
(iii) adaptation functions update configuration parameters,
including hyper- and system parameters.
(2) Making training monitoring efficient. KungFu supports
the efficient monitoring of the training process, as needed by
APs. Monitoring function calls are translated to monitoring
operators, which are embedded in the execution dataflow
graph. This allows monitoring operators to observe local
gradients and reuse existing computation for monitoring.
Locally monitored gradients are combined to compute
globally-aggregated metrics. This is achieved by an asyn-
chronous collective communication layer, which avoids block-
ing the dataflow during monitoring. This layer uses a decen-
tralised architecture: each worker maintains a local view of the
state for collective communication and incrementally updates
1https://github.com/lsds/KungFu
the state by exchanging messages in a peer-to-peer fashion.
To maximise the performance of gradient monitoring, each
KungFu worker has its own scheduler for collective commu-
nication. The schedulers cooperate in a decentralised fashion
to exploit high-speed multi-GPU networks, e.g. as offered by
NVLink through the NCCL interface.
(3) Distributed mechanism for adapting parameters. APs
can adapt configuration parameters on distributed worker
machines. KungFu represents configuration parameters as
computational configuration operators embedded within the
dataflow graph. In each training step, these operators can alter
their output by reading configuration parameters provided
by KungFu’s asynchronous collective communication layer.
Reading the parameters from this layer is efficient because
it reuses existing data channels between the communication
layer and the dataflow.
APs can dynamically change the parameters in the commu-
nication layer, and the result is automatically reflected in the
dataflow. KungFu’s communication layer uses a distributed
parameter adaptation algorithm to protect the consistency of
changes to configuration parameters while exploiting existing
collective communication functions. These functions have
been optimised for cross-machine communication, and thus
allow adaptation to be performed with low latency.
We implement KungFu’s communication layer and adaptation
mechanisms in Go (~7k LOCs) and C++ (~3k LOCs), inde-
pendently of the ML framework. KungFu provides Python
bindings (~2k LOCs) for the Adaptation Policy interface,
which can be used with existing ML frameworks, including
TensorFlow [1], PyTorch [60] and Keras [11].
We evaluate experimentally the benefit and overhead of
KungFu’s Adaptation Policies. We show that KungFu users
can implement a policy that dynamically adapts the batch size
based on gradient noise scale, therefore significantly reducing
the training time of a ResNet model. We also explore a policy
that automatically searches for a cost-effective number of
GPUs based on monitored worker performance when training
a BERT model, reducing the cost by 20% compared to a
static deployment. On a large-scale cloud testbed, we show
that KungFu achieves negligible monitoring and adaptation
overheads. It achieves up to 98% higher training throughput
than Horovod, a state-of-the-art distributed ML system.
2 Adaptation in ML Systems
We first give background on distributed ML systems and
their configuration parameters. We then describe current ap-
proaches for adapting parameters during training, highlighting
why existing systems offer limited support for this.
2.1 Parameters in distributed ML systems
For many ML models, increasing the amount of training data
and the size of the model improves accuracy [13, 26]. When
training, ML systems therefore exploit the parallelism of mod-
ern hardware accelerators such as GPUs. Computation is typ-
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ically expressed as a dataflow graph [1], which consists of
individual operators that can be scaled out.
A supervised ML system trains a model using labelled
samples, split into training and test data. A model gradually
“learns” to predict the labels by adjusting its model weights
based on the error. It takes several passes (or epochs) over
the training data to minimise the prediction error. The test
data is used to measure the model accuracy on previously
unseen data. A key metric is test accuracy, which quantifies
the model’s ability to make predictions “in the wild”.
The model weights are refined iteratively until the model
achieves a desired test accuracy. Let w be a vector of the
weights, and `x(w) be a loss function that, given w, measures
the difference between the predicted label of a sample (x,y)
and the ground truth y. During training, an ML system tries to
find a w∗ that minimises the average loss e.g. using mini-batch





where γn is the learning rate in the n-th iteration of the al-
gorithm, Bn is a batch of b training samples, and ∇` is the
gradient of the loss function, averaged over the batch samples.
To scale out the training computation across multiple CPUs
or accelerators, ML systems can exploit data parallelism. In
parallel synchronous SGD (S-SGD), K parallel workers share
model replicas and compute gradients for distinct partitions of








The averaging of local gradients is usually implemented using
all-reduce operations provided by collective communication
libraries such as Horovod [73] and BytePS [8].
In a distributed ML system, the above training process is
affected by many configuration parameters. These parameters
can be placed into two groups: (i) accuracy-oriented hyper-
parameters such as the learning rate γn, the batch size |Bn|,
momentum [63] and weight decay [38]; and (ii) performance-
oriented system parameters such as the set of workers, their
communication topology for performing synchronisation [56,
72, 73] and their roles during synchronisation, e.g. acting as
primary and back-up workers to mitigate stragglers [9].
Hyper-parameters are properties that govern the training
process and thus determine its final accuracy. They include
variables that determine the model structure and how the net-
work is trained (e.g. the learning rate). Choosing appropriate
hyper-parameters plays a key role in training. For example, if
the batch size is too high, the model may quickly settle at a
local minimum and thus exhibit poor generalisation ability;
conversely, if it is too low, the model may suffer from the
noise of small batches and thus fail to converge.
System parameters affect the training throughput and thus
the time to reach a given target accuracy. They include the
configuration of workers (e.g. the number of parallel workers)
and how they synchronise (e.g. the communication topology).
Choosing appropriate system parameters is important for per-
formance. For example, if the number of workers is too large,
the system may suffer from low GPU utilisation due to com-
munication bottlenecks; if the number of workers is too low,
the training time for large models becomes prohibitively long.
2.2 Setting parameters in ML systems
Today users spend a substantial fraction of time setting config-
uration parameters [40]. They often search a large parameter
space and decide on configuration parameters following a
trial-and-error approach [26, 76]. Specifically, they empiri-
cally decide on a set of candidate values, and launch parallel
training jobs to evaluate them [40]. They then measure the
accuracy of the trained model and the system throughput, and
eliminate under-performing settings using early-stop [40] and
searching heuristics [29, 33, 41]. After that, they empirically
choose an effective setting that reaches the target accuracy
given a deadline or a resource budget.
When choosing candidate values for hyper-parameters,
users must consider the characteristics of the datasets and
models. For example, if the dataset is large (e.g. Ima-
geNet [69]), the candidate batch size can be set larger (e.g.
2048) to improve the robustness of estimated gradients. If
the dataset is small (e.g. CIFAR-10 [36]), the candidate batch
size must be small (e.g. 64) so that it results in sufficiently
many gradients to correct the model. Many large ML mod-
els (e.g. ResNet [26] and BERT [15]) have a complex loss
space. When training such models, users often need to use a
schedule of hyper-parameters (e.g. changing the learning rate
at epochs 30, 60 and 90 for ResNet) to improve the quality of
a found minima.
When choosing candidate system parameters, users con-
sider the specification of hardware and the conditions of the
network. For example, using a ring-based all-reduce topol-
ogy among workers exploits the full host network bandwidth
but it increases the depth of the topology, which adds to la-
tency [80]. Setting the topology to be a star reduces latency
but it requires larger bandwidth at the root node. In addition,
good system parameters achieve a balance between compute
and network utilisation. For example, in a cloud environment
in which bandwidth is limited, training with NVIDIA V100
GPUs should only use few workers to prevent underutilising
the expensive GPUs due to network bottlenecks; however, if
NVIDIA K80 GPUs are used, a user would typically choose
more workers to improve system throughput.
2.3 Dynamic adaptation of parameters
Recently, there has been a growing number of proposals to set
configuration parameters dynamically based on metrics of the
training process [5, 12, 16, 48, 71]. The idea is to incorporate
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Class Practitioners Monitored metrics Adaptation action
Accuracy
OpenAI [32, 52], Google [77] Gradient noise scale Scale batch size when the noise scale increases
Kuaishou [47] Gradient signal-to-noise ratio Create online metrics for model generalisation ability
Apple [31] Gradient variance Adapt learning rate based on the gradient variance
DeepMind [4], NVIDIA [59] Gradient second-order metrics Adapt learning rate based on the second-order metrics
Performance
Microsoft [80], Uber [73] Worker communication rate Adapt worker communication topology based on rates
Google [58], Huawei [82] Worker utilisation Adapt the number of workers based on utilisation
Google [9], MIT [46] Worker processing speed Adapt the roles of workers based on straggler detection
Tab. 1: Recent proposals for the dynamic adaptation of parameters
knowledge about the training process and its progress through
gradient properties and performance metrics on-the-fly.
Gradient properties include gradient signals, noise or de-
rived signal-to-noise ratios, and they reflect the status of the
trained model and the characteristics of the local loss space.
They can be used to improve the setting of hyper-parameters,
such as batch size and learning rates. Worker performance
metrics, such as worker communication rate and processing
rate, reflect the hardware and network conditions. They can
be used to decide on the number of workers and their com-
munication topology. Using monitored metrics to choose con-
figuration parameters can significantly reduce the need for
trial-and-error approaches when searching for suitable hyper-
parameters. Instead of spending resources on a search process
offline, fewer resources are used for the continuous calibration
of configuration parameters during the learning process.
As summarised in Tab. 1, multiple proposals focus on
adapting hyper-parameters to improve model accuracy. They
often adapt critical hyper-parameters such as batch size and
learning rate based on gradient properties. Researchers from
OpenAI and Google Brain propose to monitor gradient noise
scale to predict the optimal batch size when training deep
learning models [32, 52, 77]; researchers at Kuaishou use the
gradient signal-to-noise ratio to evaluate the generalisation
ability of a model [47]; Apple automatically scales the learn-
ing rate based on gradient variance [31]; and DeepMind and
NVIDIA use approximated metrics for second-order gradi-
ents to predict the best learning rate [4, 59]. Using such prop-
erties to set hyper-parameters has become important when
training increasingly complex ML models. Users know little
of the pre-conditions of these models, and hyper-parameters
must be therefore set based on monitored properties [6].
Other proposals adapt system parameters to achieve higher
training performance, e.g. reacting to changes in the ex-
ploitable parallelism and resource availability. As shown in
Tab. 1, Microsoft and Uber propose to measure workers’ com-
munication rates, which are useful for optimising the topology
of all-reduce operations [73,79,80]; Google and Huawei mon-
itor worker utilisation to update the number of workers for
increased resource utilisation [58, 82]; and Google detects
straggling workers by analysing the distribution of worker
processing rates and adapts the roles of workers, e.g. using
backup workers to replace stragglers [9]. Using worker perfor-
mance metrics to tune system parameters is an increasingly
common practice. Many distributed ML systems are being de-
ployed in cloud [25] and heterogeneous environments [23]. In
such environments, the hardware specifications and network
conditions are hard to predict, and thus system parameters
must be adapted in the actual environment at runtime.
2.4 Open challenges
Although promising, proposals to adapt parameters are hard
to realise in current systems, such as TensorFlow [1] and
PyTorch [60]. Practitioners report three main challenges:
(1) No built-in mechanisms for adaptation. Existing dis-
tributed training libraries such as Horovod [73] provide insuf-
ficient mechanisms for adaptation. Users must rely on exter-
nal systems that provide custom monitoring and adaptation
components, which must be integrated into training systems:
AutoScaling [58] adapts the number of workers at runtime by
deploying extra scaling agents on each worker using a custom
TensorFlow version, which can be managed by the scaling
agents; Horovod Elastic [46] requires users to modify their
existing training programs so that they can be executed by a
custom elastic training runner.
In general, such external systems are specialised to support
only a single type of adaptation, usually elasticity. They are
not general adaptive training platforms with support for flexi-
ble monitoring and different types of adaptation (e.g. related
to the communication topology). The lack of unified adapta-
tion abstractions prevents adaptive training from leveraging
existing ML system mechanisms and optimisations.
(2) High monitoring overhead. The dynamic adaptation pro-
posals from Tab. 1 require fine-grained monitored metrics as
input, but monitoring is expensive: an 8-GPU server training
a ResNet model produces 4 GB of gradients per second [55],
and this is even larger for recent language models such as
BERT [15]. Shipping such an amount of gradient data from
workers to a monitoring system such as TensorBoard [1],
MLFlow [84], and Prometheus [64] consumes substantial
network bandwidth. In addition, there is the overhead of com-
puting complex statistical metrics (e.g. variance [78] or signal-
to-noise ratios [47]) from gradients. All of this may impact
the performance of the training process itself.
(3) Expensive state management under change. Workers
maintain complex state, including model variables, hyper-
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parameters and system parameters. This state must be man-
aged carefully under adaptation: changing the number of
workers must be reflected correctly in all dependent hyper-
parameters, such as the learning rate and the data partitioning;
otherwise the training result is affected adversely. In existing
systems, users typically must checkpoint and restore all state
when changing system parameters. This prevents users from
extensively applying adaptation during training, as restoring
the state can take hundreds of seconds [58].
3 Adaptation Policies
In this section, we introduce Adaptation Policies (APs), as
supported by KungFu, which adapt configuration parameters
based on monitored metrics. We provide an overview of the
features of APs and describe the programming abstraction
given to users to develop custom APs.
3.1 Overview
Our goals for APs are as follows: (i) we want to provide an
expressive policy programming abstraction. The abstraction
should follow conventions of existing ML frameworks. Users
can thus develop their own policies with low effort. Moreover,
(ii) we want to make policies easy to integrate with existing
ML frameworks. This will allow users to choose policies
based on their training scenarios and combine multiple polices
for more advanced adaptation.
APs provide functions to help users implement custom
monitoring and adaptation logic. Policies use monitoring func-
tions to compute real-time metrics for worker performance
and gradients. Locally monitored metrics can be combined us-
ing communication functions, which cover collective (broad-
cast and all-reduce) and point-to-point (serve and request)
operations. Based on the monitored metrics, policies invoke
adaptation functions to update the hyper-parameters and sys-
tem parameters of the systems.
ML frameworks such as TensorFlow [1], Keras [11] and
MXNet [10] provide a high-level training abstraction. Users
call a generalised training method, which automatically trains
a model until certain conditions (e.g. epoch counts) have
been met. We want APs to be ported easily between ML
frameworks, and we base APs on a framework-independent
adaptation API (see Tab. 2).
To integrate this API with a framework, we observe that
frameworks often support user-defined callbacks (e.g. Hooks
in TensorFlow), which are repeatedly called during training.
Today these callbacks have limited use—they usually imple-
ment checks for finishing conditions and logging functionality.
KungFu’s adaptation API can be implemented with callbacks,
thus facilitating the integration with existing ML frameworks.
3.2 Sample AP for batch size adaptation
Next we describe a sample AP for dynamically increasing
the batch size of S-SGD training based on online gradient
noise scale (GNS) [52, 77]. The increase in batch size is
implemented by adding extra workers. This allows the policy
1 ... # Import ML framework libraries
2 import kungfu as kf
3
4 class GNSPolicy(kf.BasePolicy):
5 # Create policy state
6 def __init__(self, gns_opt):
7 self.opt = gns_opt
8 self.prev_gns = None
9 self.sync = True
10
11 # Synchronise model variables under adaptation
12 def before_epoch(self):
13 if self.sync:
14 for v in self.opt.variables():
15 v = kf.broadcast(v, 0) # Synchronise state
16 self.sync = False
17
18 # Adapt the number of workers if the GNS is growing
19 def after_epoch(self):
20 avg_gns = kf.allreduce(self.opt.gns()) / kf.size()
21 if self.prev_gns is None:
22 self.prev_gns = avg_gns
23 elif avg_gns > self.prev_gns:
24 new_size = int(kf.size() * avg_gns / self.prev_gns)
25 if new_size != kf.size():
26 kf.resize(new_size) # Scale the system
27 self.sync = True
28 self.prev_gns = avg_gns
29
30 model, data = ... # Import a model and a dataset
31 opt = SGDOptimizer(...)
32 opt = kf.OptimizerWithGNS(opt) # Embed monitoring
33 estimator = Estimator(model, opt, ...) # Create a trainer
34 policy = GNSPolicy(opt) # Instantiate the policy
35 estimator.train(data, hooks=[kf.PolicyHook([policy], ...)])
Listing 1: Sample Adaptation Policy for GNS
to increase training throughput, thus reducing completion
time.
As shown Listing 1, the GNSPolicy is defined by extend-
ing a BasePolicy class (line 4). The policy includes the
__init__ function (line 6), which defines variables that main-
tain the policy state, such as the previously observed GNS
metrics and a flag indicating if workers must synchronise
their state (lines 7–9). The policy further has user-defined
functions that trigger the adaptation logic at different times in
a training process. The before_epoch function (line 12) is
called at the start of each training epoch. Newly joined work-
ers do not have state that is consistent with existing workers.
It is thus necessary to broadcast (line 15) the model state.
The after_epoch function (line 19) computes the averaged
GNS metric at the end of each epoch using an all-reduce
operation (line 20). Based on its value, the number of work-
ers is increased by the resize function (line 26). To enable
GNS monitoring, a user wraps the original SGDOptimizer
with kf.OptimizerWithGNS (lines 31–33), which embeds
the GNS monitoring operators into the training dataflow.
The GNSPolicy is then passed to PolicyHook (line 35) to
schedule its execution during training.
3.3 Adaptation Policy interface
To define APs, users implement custom policy functions.
These functions can make API calls for communication, mon-
itoring and adaptation, which are called at different times




broadcast(tensor, rank)→ Tensor Broadcast a tensor from a worker to all other workers
allgather(tensor)→ [Tensor] Gather tensors from all workers and distribute the combined tensor to them
allreduce(tensor)→ Tensor Aggregate tensors from all workers and distributes result back to them
keep(tensor, tag) Keep a tagged tensor which can be requested by other workers
request(rank, name, tag)→ Tensor Request a tagged tensor from a specified worker
Monitoring
comm_rates()→ Tensor Measure tensor communication rates with other workers
gns(grads, avg_grads)→ float Compute the gradient noise scale
. . . Custom gradient monitoring operators
Adaptation
rank()→ int Get the worker rank
size()→ int Get the number of workers
set_tree(tree)→ bool Set the tree of collective communication. Return True if succeed
resize(size, workers=None)→ bool Resize the cluster based on a worker list. Return True if succeed
detached()→ bool Check if the worker is detached due to resizing
Tab. 2: KungFu APIs for Adaptation Policies
icy functions: (i) the before/after_train functions are
called at the start and end of a training job, respectively;
(ii) the before/after_epoch functions are called at the start
and end of each training epoch, respectively; and (iii) the
before/after_step functions are called at the start and end
of each training step (i.e. iteration), respectively.
In these policy functions, users can call APIs for training
communication, monitoring and adaptation:
Communication. Tab. 2 lists the communication functions in
APs. ML frameworks typically use tensors as their basic data
types for gradients and model variables. To work with such
data, the communication functions take tensors as inputs. APs
need to collect monitored metrics from all workers, which can
be achieved by calling collective communication functions:
(i) the broadcast function distributes a tensor from a worker
to all other workers; (ii) the allgather function gathers ten-
sors from all workers and sends the combined tensor to all
workers; and (iii) the allreduce function aggregates tensors
from all workers and returns the results back to them.
In addition, APs must manage and communicate the state
of trained models among workers. For example, APs for
communication-efficient asynchronous training [44] or ro-
bust model averaging [85] must explicitly manage the lifecy-
cle of model states and communicate states to synchronise
diverged workers. To support state management and commu-
nication, the KungFu API provides a keep function that tags
a model that is being trained (i.e. the state) and caches it in
memory. APs can then read tagged models on other workers
asynchronously using a request method.
Monitoring. Tab. 2 lists the monitoring functions, which APs
use to monitor worker performance and gradients. APs use
a comm_rate function to measure the tensor communication
rates between a local worker and its peers. These rates are use-
ful for deciding the optimal communication topology among
workers. To monitor gradients, APs can use gns to compute
the gradient noise scale. For other statistical metrics, such
as variance, policies can use the above collective communi-
cation operators. For example, the computation of gradient
variance requires both the sum of gradients and the sum of
the square of gradients element-wise [78]; both summations
can be computed using the allreduce function.
Adaptation. Based on monitored metrics, APs call adapta-
tion functions to update configuration parameters. To update
hyper-parameters, APs use the allreduce function to com-
pute new values and assign them to hyper-parameters, rep-
resented as params. To update system parameters, APs call:
(i) set_tree to set the collective communication topology
among workers; and (ii) resize to update the number of
workers. Some workers may need to leave the training after
adaptation. APs can use the detached function to check if
a local worker is still part of the training. If not, the AP can
direct workers to exit gracefully.
3.4 Practical considerations
To support APs in real-world distributed ML systems, we
must address several practical considerations:
Imperative and symbolic execution. To balance ease-of-use
and performance, TensorFlow and PyTorch support impera-
tive (TensorFlow Eager) and symbolic (TensorFlow Auto-
Graph and PyTorch TorchScript) execution, and APs must
therefore also support both.
In TensorFlow Eager and PyTorch programs, users often
want to customise the training process. Therefore they ex-
plicitly implement the training loop and call custom training
functions (e.g. to compute gradients) imperatively in each
iteration (i.e. step). This offers great flexibility but prevents
callbacks from being used. In this case, KungFu allows the
communication, monitoring and adaptation APIs from Tab. 2
to be called directly from inside the training loop.
To support symbolic execution, each function in Tab. 2
has a symbolic version. For example, the resize function
has an equivalent symbolic version: resize_op. This allows
KungFu APIs to be embedded into symbolic training pro-
grams (e.g. tf.function).
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Listing 1 shows the hybrid usage of the KungFu im-
perative and symbolic APIs. The OptimizerWithGNS opti-
miser (line 32) appends gns_op operators to each gradient
computation operator at compilation time of the dataflow
graph, ensuring that the monitoring operator can execute im-
mediately as long as its upstream gradient is available. The
policy functions (lines 12–19) are called imperatively. This hy-
brid usage has an important advantage: the compute-intensive
monitoring operators are embedded into the training dataflow
graph, while the inexpensive user-defined adaptation logic can
be triggered in different policy functions without re-compiling
the dataflow graph.
Policy composition. Users can compose multiple APs to
create advanced adaptive training applications (i.e. the
PolicyHook (line 35 in Listing 1) can take multiple APs as
input). For example, they can use two APs, one implementing
elastic training (denoted as AP1) and the other an adaptive
learning rate (denoted as AP2). These APs are chained as
a list, which is passed to the training program. A current
limitation is that users must decide manually on the correct in-
vocation order: assuming AP1 modifies the worker count and
AP2 uses the count to scale the learning rate, the execution
order must be AP1 followed by AP2. We leave a mechanism
for automatically determining the AP order to future work.
API restrictions. KungFu only imposes minimal API restric-
tions on AP developers, and APs can call any of the communi-
cation/monitoring/adaptation APIs in their callback functions.
The calls have global atomic semantics, and there are no con-
straints on the call order. The only exception is that if a worker
has left the cluster (checked by detached), it cannot further
invoke collective communication APIs.
Error handling. AP developers must handle errors such as
worker failures in a traditional fashion. If a KungFu API trig-
gers an internal error, the exception is exposed as a dataflow
error, as defined in existing ML frameworks, and checkpoints
can be used for recovery.
4 Supporting Monitoring in KungFu
We describe KungFu, a distributed training library that can
efficiently execute the proposed APs. APs must continuously
monitor gradients to determine online adaption decisions,
which must be done with low overhead. We begin with an
overview of KungFu’s design and then describe its support
for efficient gradient monitoring in detail.
4.1 Design overview
To support monitoring, KungFu’s design has the following
goals: (i) KungFu should minimise extra computation when
monitoring gradients, and worker resources should focus on
training the model; (ii) KungFu should not block the train-
ing when monitoring gradients using collective communi-
cation operations due to the length of such operations; and






















Fig. 1: KungFu architecture
large volume of gradients in today’s models.
Fig. 1 gives an overview of the KungFu architecture. Users
can declare an AP (see a ) as part of a ML training program
written in TensorFlow. TensorFlow then creates a dataflow
program to train the model. To monitor gradients in this
dataflow, KungFu transforms the monitoring calls from the
AP into monitoring operators (see b ), which are embedded in
the dataflow. This allows monitoring operators to (i) directly
monitor gradients produced by the dataflow and (ii) reuse in-
termediate computation results in the dataflow for monitoring.
For example, it becomes possible to exploit the existing aver-
aged gradients computed when synchronising model replicas.
The monitoring process must compute globally-aggregated
metrics from local gradients on workers. In KungFu, this
exploits regular collective communication primitives (e.g. all-
reduce and all-gather). To overlap monitoring and synchroni-
sation as much as possible, KungFu has a new asynchronous
collective communication layer (see c ). Using this layer, the
dataflow executed by workers can launch asynchronous col-
lective communication operations without blocking.
The asynchronous collective communication layer also
avoids having an expensive central coordinator, as used for in-
voking synchronous collective communication operations in
existing systems, such as Horovod [73]. Instead, the KungFu
communication layer follows a decentralised architecture:
each worker maintains a local view of the complete cluster
state used for collective communication and incrementally
updates the state by exchanging messages with workers in
a peer-to-peer fashion. This decentralised design avoids the
need for APs to coordinate the order of collective communi-
cation across the system. It also prevents a central coordinator
from becoming a potential bottleneck.
To improve the performance of collective communication,
each KungFu worker has an NCCL scheduler (see d ). This
allows the worker to exploit high-speed multi-GPU networks,
such as NVLink [57] and GPU RDMA, through the NCCL
interface [56]. The scheduler tracks the availability of gra-
dients on each GPU on the machine, and invokes a local
NCCL library to execute a collective communication opera-
tion for fetching gradients. To combine the results on multiple
workers across different machines, workers use KungFu’s
asynchronous collective communication layer, thus following



























Fig. 2: Dataflow collective communication
4.2 Embedding monitoring within dataflows
To reduce the compute cost of calculating monitored metrics,
KungFu exploits the fact that modern ML frameworks (e.g.
TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch) have built-in dataflow en-
gines. These engines offer efficient operators for tensor com-
putation. They also handle the device placement of operators,
leveraging parallel computation on accelerators such as GPUs
and TPUs. Our observation is that a dataflow engine can also
execute monitoring operators by embedding them within the
dataflow graph for efficient execution.
To realise this design, KungFu implements the gradient
monitoring functions (e.g. gns in Tab. 2) and the collective
communication functions (e.g. allreduce, broadcast and
allgather) as dataflow operators. Since gradients are repre-
sented as tensors in the dataflow graph, KungFu’s dataflow
operators must accept tensors as input. The embedding occurs
at compilation time of the dataflow. The monitoring opera-
tors are thus part of the dataflow, and they can be scheduled
immediately by the dataflow engine when their inputs, i.e.
gradients, become available.
To embed its functions as operators, KungFu provides dis-
tributed optimisers (e.g. OptimizerWithGNS in line 32 in
Listing 1) to wrap the original gradient descent optimisers.
The KungFu optimisers automatically embed monitoring op-
erators into the training dataflows. These operators intercept
gradient tensors produced in each training iteration and for-
ward them to gradient computation operators. The results are
maintained in the dataflow and can be read subsequently by
the policy functions in APs (line 20).
4.3 Collective communication for dataflows
Dataflows that implement APs use collective communication
when computing global gradient metrics. While some gra-
dient metrics (e.g. GNS) can be fused with synchronisation
operations, others (e.g. gradient variance) cannot and require
extra rounds of collective communication. Asynchronous col-
lective communication thus allows these to be overlapped
with gradient synchronisation, reducing the overhead of gradi-
ent monitoring. In addition, since dataflows are often executed
asynchronously, the coordination with synchronous collec-
tive communication, as in Horovod, increases latency, which
asynchronous communication avoids.
Allowing dataflows to launch collective communication
asynchronously, however, can result in inconsistent computa-
tion. For example, the dataflows executed on different workers
can produce gradients in different orders. If a worker receives
the collective communication messages belonging to different
gradients, they may compute inconsistent results.
Fig. 2 illustrates this problem. The example considers
4 workers that perform collective communication. They exe-
cute the same dataflow graph (shown as a ), which contains
3 operators for computing gradients, g1, g2 and g3. On dif-
ferent workers, the operators g2 and g3 can complete in a
different order. To avoid mixing the collective communica-
tion data for g2 and g3, Horovod [73] employs a centralised
coordinator. The coordinator tracks which gradients are ready
on workers and launches collective communication operators
for these in the correct order. This, however, not only reduces
concurrency in the collective communication layer but it also
makes the central coordinator a scalability bottleneck.
KungFu adopts a decentralised architecture that efficiently
and safely implements asynchronous collective communica-
tion. It comprises several components:
Named collective messages. The collective communication
layer in KungFu uses named collective messages (see b in
Fig. 2) to communicate data. The delivery of these messages
follows the collective communication topology (e.g. the ring
topology shown in c ). Each named collective message carries
(i) the data and (ii) a key, which is used to identify which
gradient the data belongs to. The key is derived from the
unique key assigned by the ML framework to each dataflow
operator. If such as key is unavailable, users can explicitly set
it through KungFu’s collective communication API.
Named collective states. When receiving a named collective
message, a KungFu worker uses it to update its local named
collective state (see d ). The worker extracts the key from the
message and identifies the state entry with the intermediate
collective communication. Each entry contains a data and a
control part: the data part is the buffer with the intermediate
collective communication result, e.g. max, min or sum, which
has been accumulated so far; the control part records how
many named collective messages have been processed and
which worker is the next hop to deliver the local intermediate
collective communication results. If the worker finds itself
as the last hop in the collective communication topology, it
returns the result to the dataflow.
KungFu minimises the memory footprint of the collec-
tive messages and states. Since KungFu targets synchronous
data parallel training, all asynchronous all-reduce operations
must have completed in one training iteration before start-
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ing the next. This limits the number of concurrent collective
messages and states in memory. To further reduce memory
consumption, KungFu frees the states and messages when an
asynchronous all-reduce operation has completed. If possi-
ble, KungFu reuses buffers from the ML framework (Tensor-
Flow/PyTorch), and it uses a pool to recycle buffers.
4.4 Accelerating collective communication with NCCL
High-end deep learning servers have fast communication
links between GPUs (e.g. NVLink, which is 10× faster than
PCIe [57]) and fast network connectivity between servers (e.g.
GPU RDMA using InfiniBand). To speed up gradient com-
munication and monitoring, KungFu workers exploit these
fast links for collective communication.
In practice, users often employ NVLink and GPU RDMA
through the NCCL collective communication library [56].
NCCL provides a synchronous collective communication API,
following an MPI model [21]. At any time, an NCCL client
can only launch a single collective communication operation;
otherwise multiple NCCL operations interfere on the NVLink.
Existing NCCL-enabled systems (e.g. Horovod-NCCL [73])
therefore adopt a centralised master architecture to coordinate
distributed workers when using NCCL operations with gradi-
ents. This design, however, is not compatible with KungFu
because its collective communication layer has a decentralised
architecture.
Instead, KungFu workers use decentralised NCCL sched-
ulers. Each scheduler tracks which gradients are ready on
which GPU. The schedulers guarantee that gradients are pro-
cessed by each NCCL instance in the same order. In the first
training step, all NCCL schedulers monitor the order of gra-
dients produced by local dataflow computations. They gather
all orders and determine which order is most frequent. The
most-common order (named gradient order) is broadcast to
all schedulers. The schedulers must strictly follow the gra-
dient order when calling NCCL. This ensures that NCCL
schedulers launch collective communication for gradients
consistently, without a need for central coordination.
KungFu currently offloads all collective communication
requests, including those for gradient synchronisation and
monitoring, to its NCCL schedulers if NVLink and InfiniBand
are available locally. A future extension is to decide which
requests to offload based on latency requirements: gradient
monitoring could use asynchronous collective communication
to overlap with training as much as possible; and throughput-
intensive gradient synchronisation could use the NCCL-based
collective communication.
5 Adapting Parameters of Workers
In this section, we describe how KungFu uses APs to adapt
the parameters of its distributed workers.
5.1 Adapting dataflow parameters
Changing configuration parameters of a distributed ML sys-
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Fig. 3: Parameters as configuration operators
eters, which can be treated as constants when compiling the
dataflow graph. After compilation, the dataflow graph is fi-
nalised and offloaded to GPUs for execution. Further changes
to parameters are thus no longer reflected in the dataflow.
Therefore, elastic ML systems, such as Horovod Elas-
tic [73] or Auto-Scaling [58], require users to use a dynamic
execution mode of the ML framework, e.g. the “eager” mode
in TensorFlow. The dynamic mode allows parameters to be
updated in each training step, but it prevents the dataflow from
being compiled, which results in large performance overheads.
In addition, elastic ML systems only support changes to cer-
tain parameters, such as the number of workers. Users must
still develop ad-hoc approaches when changing other parame-
ters, such as the communication topology.
KungFu’s design supports the online adaptation of dataflow
parameters, while allowing the dataflow graph to be compiled.
The core idea is that, instead of providing configuration pa-
rameters as static parameters when compiling the dataflow,
KungFu adds parameters as computational configuration oper-
ators as part of the dataflow graph. In each training step, these
configuration operators can dynamically alter their output by
reading configuration parameters provided by KungFu’s com-
munication layer. This is efficient because it reuses existing
data channels between the communication layer and the GPU.
APs can dynamically change the parameters in the commu-
nication layer, and the result is reflected within the dataflow
graph during execution.
Fig. 3 illustrates this idea. We assume that the dataflow
graph is used to average local gradients, and it computes the
sum of local gradients using an all-reduce operator. The AP
changes (i) the number of workers and (ii) their collective
communication topology. These two parameters are therefore
provided as dataflow configuration operators (see a ) and are
used as the input to the all-reduce operator. During execution,
the operators read the corresponding configuration parame-
ters (see b ) from the communication layer, and forward them
to the all-reduce operator.
5.2 Protecting consistency under adaptation
APs must be able to change the configuration parameters
in KungFu’s distributed communication layer. At runtime,
KungFu, however, must ensure that these parameters remain
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Algorithm 1 Distributed adaptation algorithm for parameters
1: procedure DISTRIBUTEDADAPTATION(p,v)
2: b← bytes(v) . Convert v into byte array
3: l← length(b) . Get length of b
4: l0← allreduce(bytes(l),min) . byte-wise min
5: l1← allreduce(bytes(l),max) . byte-wise max





11: if b0 6= b1 then
12: return false
13: end if
14: p.update(v) . Call the update function of p
15: _← allreduce([′0′],min) . Run global barrier
16: return true
17: end procedure
consistent when read by the distributed dataflows on workers.
Making global parameter changes consistent with APs in-
troduces two requirements: (i) APs are replicated by workers
and executed in parallel. They hold local monitoring state
and can receive adaptation commands asynchronously. APs
can thus obtain inconsistent values for a given parameter,
especially in a large cluster in which many GPU workers
asynchronously read new parameter values with high fre-
quency. KungFu must have a mechanism to reject such incon-
sistent reads. In addition, (ii) when a consistent value is given,
KungFu workers assign this value to their local parameters in
parallel. The workers must then share a global barrier when
completing the assignment, which prevents the execution of
different dataflows with inconsistent values.
Distributed adaptation algorithm. We describe a dis-
tributed parameter adaptation algorithm that fulfils these re-
quirements. To execute with low latency, thus reducing the
time during which dataflow execution is blocked under adapta-
tion, it exploits the collective communication layer: since con-
figuration parameters are already hosted by that layer, KungFu
re-uses the highly optimised collective communication func-
tions to (i) detect inconsistent updates and (ii) implement a
global barrier (shown as c in Fig. 3).
Alg. 1 is executed by each KungFu worker when adapt-
ing a configuration parameter p with a new value v. It first
transforms v into a byte array so that it can be consumed
by an all-reduce function, together with a reduce function
such as min or max. After that, the algorithm launches two
all-reduce functions to check if the length of b is identical on
all workers (lines 4–7). If so, it calls another two all-reduce
functions to check if the content of b is consistent (lines 9–13).
If this check also passes, v can be safely used for updating
p (line 14). All workers must wait on a global barrier until
the updates have completed. The barrier is implemented by
calling an all-reduce function with a one-byte array (line 15).
Some parameters require custom adaptation logic other
than a simple value assignment. For example, changing the
number of workers requires workers to exit or join during
adaptation. To support this, Alg. 1 can invoke a custom func-
tion when updating a parameter (line 14). In the case of the
worker set, the function chooses one worker to signal other
workers to exit or launch.
Managing data under adaptation. APs can modify the
worker count and the batch size. These parameters affect how
the training dataset is read and thus the training result. To en-
sure consistent results under adaptation, all KungFu workers
have access to the full dataset.
KungFu supports two approaches to read data batches, de-
pending on if users require data epochs to control the training
process: (i) if data epochs are not needed, users can use ran-
dom sampling to read data batches, and the adaptation logic
can be triggered at any training step; (ii) with data epochs,
KungFu provides a dynamic data partitioning operator that
replaces the static partitioning operator (e.g. tf.data.shard)
in the data input pipeline (e.g. DataSet). The dynamic parti-
tioning operator is replicated on all KungFu workers and the
operators are synchronised to enact a new parallelism level
after a scaling operation. To preserve data epochs, users must
invoke the adaptation logic on epoch boundaries only.
Handling failures during adaptation. To tolerate fail-
ures, KungFu relies on a highly-available configuration
provider (e.g. ConfigMap in Kubernetes) to maintain its clus-
ter configuration. The configuration must be updated when
a scaling action is committed. In the case of worker failures,
the cluster scheduler uses the configuration to restart workers.
6 Evaluation
We experimentally explore the following aspects of the
KungFu design and implementation: (i) What are the benefits
of enabling adaptation in distributed ML training? (ii) What
is the monitoring and adaptation overhead in the training
process? (iii) How does KungFu perform in large clusters
compared to existing distributed ML systems?
6.1 Experimental set-up
We use both dedicated machines and cloud VMs in our ex-
periments: the dedicated machines are (i) an NVIDIA DGX-1
machine with 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs interconnected using
NVLink, and 72 CPU cores; and (ii) a 20-CPU-core server
with 4 NVIDIA Titan X GPUs interconnected using the PCIe
bus. The cloud test-bed has 32 VMs, each with 8 vCPUs,
64 GB of memory and 1 NVIDIA K80 GPU.
We use various training workloads as part of the official
models provided by TensorFlow [1]: the MobileNetV2 [70]
and ResNet-50 [26] models for the ImageNet image classi-
fication task [37]; and the BERT [15] model for a natural
language processing task, SQuAD [67]. The MobileNetV2
model is 23 MB, ResNet-50 is 98 MB, and BERT is 1 GB in
size. These model sizes cover a large spectrum that users
observe in practice. We use TensorFlow v1.13.2 to train
the models. When possible, we compare the performance
to Horovod v0.16.1.
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Fig. 4: Adaptive batch size
(ResNet-56)






























Fig. 5: Adaptive communication
strategy (ResNet-50)



































Fig. 6: Adaptive resource provisioning
(BERT)
6.2 Adaptation policies
We evaluate three representative APs with KungFu that
change various aspects of distributed training:
(1) Adaptive batch size. We implement an AP that adapts the
batch size based on GNS when training the ResNet-56 model
with the CIFAR-10 dataset. To the best of our knowledge, this
AP is the first implementation that evaluates GNS-based batch
size tuning in an online training scenario. Past work [52] only
empirically evaluates it using offline training traces.
The AP computes GNS using an exponential moving av-
erage (α=0.1) and adapts the batch size every 10 epochs as
follows: if GNS has increased by a factor of r, it also scales
the batch size by r, up to 4096. We compare this AP with
two static baselines, which adopt fixed batch sizes of 128 and
4096, respectively. These baselines represent typical choices
for small batch size (SBS) and large batch size (LBS). In this
experiment, the model is trained for 300 epochs with a learn-
ing rate of 0.1, based on TensorFlow’s official model. The
training is done on the 4 GPU Titan X testbed, with batches
shared evenly across GPUs.
Fig. 4 shows the validation accuracy of the model over time.
LBS reaches a low validation accuracy (60%) but finishes
quickly. SBS reaches a higher validation accuracy (88%) but
the constant noise in gradients due to the small batches makes
it hard to converge, and the accuracy oscillates between 80%
and 90%. A typical issue of SBS is the underutilisation of
GPUs: SBS takes around 6000 s to complete training, 2.4×
longer than LBS. In practice, fixing the choice of batch size is
challenging for users—they have to trade off between model
accuracy and hardware utilisation.
The above AP addresses this challenge. As shown by the
right y-axis in Fig. 4, the policy dynamically increases the
batch size from 128 to 4096 based on GNS. This type of
adaptation improves model accuracy: it reaches 88% after
around 1000 s, 5× faster than SBS, and eventually converges
to 90% after 1300 s. Dynamically increasing the batch size
reduces the noise in gradients, which enables the model to
converge. Furthermore, it allows the model to better utilise
the hardware: the model spends only 400 s more than LBS
but achieves 30% higher accuracy.
(2) Adaptive communication strategy. Network infrastruc-
ture in cloud environments and multi-tenant clusters may
suffer from contention when using all-reduce operations to
synchronise gradients, and straggling workers may then slow
down the entire system [49]. To address this, we provide an
AP that monitors training throughput. If the throughput drops
due to network contention, the policy adjusts the topology
used by all-reduce, limiting the use of contended network
links. In this experiment, we train the ResNet-50 model for
100 steps on 32 VMs. After 25 steps, we introduce back-
ground traffic to create network contention. This mimics a
cloud environment in which there is dynamic interference in
an over-subscribed network.
We compare this AP with a static baseline that uses a fixed
all-reduce topology. We also attempted to implement a dy-
namic baseline using OpenMPI and NCCL, but these libraries
do not allow runtime control of the all-reduce topology.
Fig. 5 presents the average worker training throughput over
training steps. The baseline shows that the workers reach
6.5 images/s at the beginning but this number drops to 5.5 af-
ter the network becomes contended. The AP monitors the
throughput and detects network contention at step 35. It
adapts the communication topology, and the topology recov-
ers throughput: it increases to 7 images/s, even though the
background traffic is still on-going.
(3) Adaptive resource provisioning. Users want to decide
on a cost-effective number of GPUs when training models.
Using many GPUs leads to high training throughput but it
also increases cost. Large ML models are synchronising large
volumes of gradients. Above a certain amount of resources,
communication becomes a bottleneck. In such a case, using
more GPUs only gives a marginal performance improvement,
despite the higher cost.
We explore an AP that finds the most cost-effective number
of GPUs. This policy adds one worker every K steps. It then
evaluates the average total accumulated throughput and, if the
new throughput is not 1+α(1/size) times higher, it removes
the worker and stops scaling. We choose α=0.33 and K=400.
We compare to a static baseline that always uses the most
GPUs. We train the BERT model with a per-GPU batch size
of 8 on the 8 GPU V100 testbed.
Fig. 6 shows the results. When all 8 GPUs (right-hand
y-axis) are used from the beginning, the total throughput is
above 90 examples/second (left-hand y-axis). For KungFu,
we see that the throughput rises with the number of GPUs
until only a slight increase from 6 to 7 GPUs (step 2400).
Due to the small increase with 7 workers, KungFu removes
worker 7 at step 2800, stops scaling and resumes training
11
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Fig. 7: Adaptation overhead























Fig. 8: Monitoring overhead
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Fig. 9: Worker throughput with different cluster sizes
with 6 workers. We use the price of a V100 GPU on Azure
to estimate the cost efficiency of KungFu and the baseline.
The baseline has a cost efficiency of 10,902 examples/USD,
and KungFu has 13,097 examples/USD. This indicates that
KungFu improves the cost efficiency of the job by 20%.
6.3 Adaptation overhead
Next we evaluate the overhead of adaptation and monitoring.
Adaptation. We evaluate the adaptation latency when chang-
ing the communication topology and worker set. We conduct
the experiments on the 32 VMs testbed and train ResNet-50.
During training, we repetitively change the parameters.
Fig. 7a shows the latency when changing worker commu-
nication topology. With 8 VMs, the adaptation completes in
15 ms. With 32 VMs, the delay only increases to 37 ms. This
shows the benefits of using the all-reduce function to imple-
ment the required consistency checking and global barrier
during adaptation.
Fig. 7b shows the latency when scaling down. We decrease
the number of workers from 32 to 1 by calling the resize
function. The function takes 0.2 s to complete. Scaling the sys-
tem using the checkpoint/recovery mechanism of TensorFlow
takes around 20 s to complete, 100× slower than KungFu.
This high latency is mainly due to the stop-and-resume time
of TensorFlow, and it is consistent with the observations made
by others [58, 82]. This result shows the need for supporting
efficient adaptation to enable scaling in practice.
Fig. 7c shows the latency when scaling out. Increasing the
number of workers from 1 to 32 takes 20 s, the same as the
baseline. Since KungFu must preserve the consistency of
the training state on workers, it must wait for new workers
to be started by TensorFlow. Breaking down this delay, we
can see that KungFu spends 0.5 s to complete the scale-out
operation, and waits the remaining 19.5 s for the TensorFlow
set-up. The long start-up time of TensorFlow can be masked
by implementing worker pre-loading [58].
Monitoring. We also consider the overhead when monitor-
ing two metrics, gradient noise scale (GNS) and gradient
variance (GV). The computation of GNS can reuse the av-
eraged gradients produced by the S-SGD computation and
thus can be computed locally without extra collective com-
munication; GV, however, compares the square of the sum of
gradients and the sum of gradient squares [78]. To compute
it, KungFu must launch an additional all-reduce operation for
each gradient. We monitor these two metrics when training
ResNet-50 for ImageNet on the 8 GPUs V100 testbed. We
vary the monitoring interval from 1–8 steps to change load.
Fig. 8 shows the average per-worker training throughput
with gradient monitoring. We compare it to the per-worker
throughput without monitoring (i.e. the ideal case). The mon-
itoring of GNS has a negligible impact on training, dropping
the training throughput from 6.3% to 1.0% based on the mon-
itoring interval. This shows that embedding the monitoring
operators as part of the dataflow graph results in low overhead.
The calculation of GV has a tangible throughput impact.
The overhead, however, can be amortised by increasing the
monitoring interval. The throughput drops by 2.8% when the
interval is 8 steps, while still providing acceptable monitoring
for APs. APs keep monitored metrics in data sketches and use
the accumulated result, usually every several epochs. Iterating
through an ImageNet dataset takes more than 40,000 steps,
which means that 5000 GV values in an epoch still make
estimation reliable.
6.4 Performance
Finally, we evaluate two aspects of KungFu that contribute to
overall performance: (i) the asynchronous collective commu-
nication layer and (ii) the NCCL scheduler.
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Asynchronous Collective Communication Layer. We ex-
plore how the performance of KungFu’s communication
layer compares to Horovod [73], which is a popular high-
performance collective communication library used for dis-
tributed ML training. We compare the performance with 8,
16, 24 and 32 VMs. By varying the cluster size, we place
different loads on collective communication.
Fig. 9a shows the per-VM training throughput for Mo-
bileNetV2/ImageNet under KungFu and Horovod. With
8 VMs, Horovod and KungFu achieve the same throughput.
With 32 VMs, however, KungFu outperforms Horovod by
28% due to the benefits of its decentralised design for the com-
munication layer, which avoids the bottleneck of Horovod’s
master. We also note that Horovod shows a high variance
in the training throughput for 32 VMs (up to 24% between
min/max). This is caused by network jitter in the cloud en-
vironment affecting Horovod’s coordinator. Since KungFu
workers asynchronously exchange messages for collective
communication, they compensate for the network latency and
thus achieve stable training throughput even with 32 VMs.
Fig. 9b shows the per-VM training throughput for
ResNet50-ImageNet, which is 4× larger than MobileNetV2.
With this model, there is more network traffic, and KungFu
achieves 98% higher throughput than Horovod with 32 VMs.
This improvement is larger than in the case of MobileNetV2
because Horovod must execute collective communication in
order, following the MPI convention. KungFu, however, sup-
ports concurrent collective communication operations through
its named collective message and state mechanisms. This in-
creases concurrency in the communication layer, making it
achieve a higher throughput than Horovod, especially with
large models such as ResNet.
NCCL Schedulers. We also explore the benefit of the NCCL
schedulers in comparison to CPU-based collective communi-
cation (i.e. CPU all-reduce) and centralised NCCL scheduling,
as used by Horovod-NCCL. The experiment is executed on
the DGX-1 machine with all 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
Fig. 10 shows the throughput with CPU-based collective
communication and NCCL as used by KungFu and Horovod,
respectively. For communication between GPUs on the same
machine, NCCL offers a significant performance benefit
for both KungFu and Horovod. Comparing KungFu and
Horovod with NCCL, we see that, for ResNet (~200 gradi-
ents; 97 MB size), KungFu and Horovod experience almost
identical performance; for BERT-base (~600 gradients; 1 GB
size), KungFu achieves 17% higher throughput than Horovod.
This difference can be attributed to the centralised nature
of Horovod’s NCCL scheduling. The central scheduler con-
tacts each worker to track which gradients have become avail-
able. When gradients are available on all workers, the sched-
uler calls an all-reduce operation to average gradients. The
scheduling overhead grows with the number of gradients, and
it becomes a bottleneck with many gradients (e.g. 600 gradi-















































Fig. 10: Training throughput
common because large models out-perform smaller ones.
7 Related Work
Distributed ML systems. A dataflow abstraction is used
in many ML systems, including TensorFlow, PyTorch [60],
MXNet [10], Caffe [30] and MindSpore [53]. These systems
share similar dataflow designs in which computational oper-
ators are used for tensor computation. Compiled dataflows
are offloaded to GPUs for the training computation. KungFu
reuses the dataflow abstraction to embed operators for the
purpose of adaptation.
KungFu uses collective communication functions to im-
plement monitoring and adaptation operations. Such func-
tions are available in most distributed ML systems, including
those built on top of MPI [1, 56, 73] as well as parameter-
server-based systems [8, 42]. Compared to existing collective
communication approaches, KungFu explores a decentralised
architecture that is tailored to supporting dataflows used in
ML frameworks. It allows multiple collective communication
operations to execute concurrently, making it different from
current MPI-compatible systems.
Hyper-parameter optimisation and tuning. To find the
best settings for hyper-parameters, practitioners and re-
searchers have proposed tuning systems [2, 17, 18, 35, 40, 45]
with associated search algorithms [28, 29, 33, 41]. These sys-
tems launch parallel training jobs to evaluate different candi-
date settings of target hyper-parameters. They often aim to
minimise resource consumption for finding the best setting. In
contrast, KungFu explores how to optimise hyper-parameters
continuously in a single training job. It thus proposes mecha-
nisms for efficient monitoring and online adaptation of hyper-
parameters during training. It can be used by existing tuning
systems to speed up the time of individual training jobs.
Elastic training systems have been proposed to improve the
resource utilisation of ML clusters. EDL [82] studies stop-
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free scaling for TensorFlow workers, and Litz [65] proposes
an elastic training framework for ML clusters that consist of
parameter servers and training workers. Horovod Elastic [73]
and PyTorch Elastic [60] are two open-source elastic training
libraries. Compared to these dedicated elastic training sys-
tems, KungFu provides a unified framework that can execute
different adaptive training jobs efficiently.
Adaptation policies have been explored in streaming sys-
tems [20,22,27,61,62]. Dhalion [19] provides policy support
for Apache Storm, and its policies measure data analytics
metrics, such as latency and throughput; in contrast, APs in
KungFu enable the monitoring of gradients in ML systems.
Chi [51] is a control plane for stream processing systems, and
it supports online monitoring and adaptation. Compared to
Chi, KungFu provides a solution to build adaptive distributed
ML systems with high-performance gradient monitoring us-
ing dataflows and asynchronous collective communication.
Recently, practitioners have proposed adaptation poli-
cies [39, 58] tailored to ML systems. These policies use cost
models to infer the performance of a training system and make
scaling decisions in response. They could be implemented as
APs on top of KungFu to exploit its optimised adaptation and
communication infrastructure.
Monitoring training. The ML communities have recognised
the importance of monitoring training [71]. CrossBow [34]
monitors accelerator utilisation to infer the optimal level of
data parallelism when training models. Moreover, gradients
metrics are useful to optimise hyper-parameters [50]. There
have been efforts on setting the batch size according to signal-
to-noise ratios [12] and loss [5], or the learning rate based
on other gradient metrics, e.g. square norm of expectation of
gradients [16, 71, 74]. Due to the lack of support in current
distributed ML systems, such efforts typically only evaluate
efficacy using offline collected gradients. KungFu is inspired
by these efforts and addresses the missing systems support to
implement such proposals.
8 Conclusions
When training modern complex ML models, users want to
adapt a wide range of hyper- and system parameters. Existing
distributed ML systems were designed at a time when static
training regimes were the norm. They thus lack mechanisms
for monitoring training metrics and adapting configuration
parameters at runtime.
We have presented KungFu, a distributed training library
that allows users to specify and execute Adaptation Policies.
KungFu executes policies efficiently by embedding moni-
toring and configuration operators as part of the compiled
dataflow graph. All communication leverages efficient asyn-
chronous collective communication functions, without inter-
fering with the training process or compromising consistency.
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